
Relationship Closeness Increases Spicy Food Preference in Joint Consumption

Consumer reviews of each restaurant at an aggregated 
level from Dianping (https://www.dianping.com)

Participants (N=214) considered choosing 5 dishes from 10 
dishes across five different foods with spicy and non-spicy 
tastes when dining with a friend (vs. acquaintance). 
Between-subjects design.  
DV:  the number of spicy dishes participants chose (0~5).

Participants (N=210) considered choosing a dish when 
dining with a friend (vs. acquaintance). Between-subjects 
design.  
DV:  whether or not participants choose the spicy dish.

Mediator: 12-item social support scale (𝛼 = .963) (Zimet et 
al., 1988) 

DV: Number of reviews
Close relationships Distant relationships
B SE B SE

Food Spiciness 7.15*** 2.41 -3.12* 1.81
Number of total reviews 0.01*** 0.001 0.001* 0.001
Per capita consumption 0.001 0.04 0.15*** 0.03
City (0=Beijing, 
1=Shanghai)

43.92*** 8.07 43.08*** 6.06

Taste rating -103.38*** 22.69 2.36 17.04
Environment rating 42.52** 21.50 -22.33 16.14
Service rating 87.63*** 24.48 9.46 18.38
constant -49.95 59.26 34.80 44.49
N 1124 1124
Adjusted R2 0.27 0.093
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Results: 
Participants chose more 
spicy dishes when dining 
with friends rather than 
acquaintances (p < .001)

Relationship Closeness
(0=distant, 1=close)

Social Support

Food Choice
(0=non-spicy, 1=spicy)

1.74(.11)*** 0.49(.21)**

c’=.63(.47)
c=.85(.38)***

• Spicy food becomes popular worldwide as more than half of 
consumers chose spicy options for meals (Kalsec, 2019). 

• Although past research proposed several explanations for 
individuals’ spicy preference, the influence of social others on 
spicy preference in joint consumption remains unclear. 

• Do consumers prefer to eat spicy food with some typical 
diners rather than others? This research aims to investigate 
the effect of relationship closeness on consumers’ spicy 
preference in joint consumption.

Introduction

Eating spicy food in front of others contains social risks:
• embarrassing physical reaction (oral burns, sweats, and tears) 
• undesirable characteristic impression, such as being 

aggressive (Batra et al., 2017) and irritable (Wang et al., 2016). 

Perceived social support (an individual’s 
perceptions of general support or specific 
supportive behaviors from one’s social network) 
from close relationships can serve as a buffer 
from adverse outcomes (Demaray & Malecki, 
2002). 

Hypothesis

H1: When dining with a close (vs. distant) other, individuals will have a 
higher preference for spicy (vs. non-spicy food).
H2: The positive effect of relationship closeness with the dining partner 
on consumers’ spicy food preference is mediated by perceived social 
support from the dining partner.

Secondary data from online review

Study 1

Study 2

Results: 
Participants were more likely to choose spicy option when 
dining with friends (71%) rather than with acquaintances 
(36.9%) (p < .001). Social support mediated the effect 
(95% CI = [0.19, 1.65]). 

This research examines the effect of relationship closeness 
with a diner on consumers’ spicy food preference in joint 
consumption. Evidence from secondary data and two 
experiments showed that consumers are more likely to 
choose spicy food with a close diner (e.g., friend) rather 
than a distant diner (e.g., acquaintance). This effect is due 
to consumers perceiving more social support from close 
relationships and thus buffering the social risk of eating 
spicy food in the public context.

Conclusion
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**p<.05, ***p<.001
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